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Shape and stability of the slag/melt interface in a small dc ESR process
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Abstract

The electro-slag remelting (ESR) process has been used effectively to produce large ingots of high quality based on the controlled solidification
that can be achieved. Despite numerous simulations, it is still challenging to predict important operating details of the process, such as the effect
of the electrode immersion and, more importantly, the results of instabilities in the melting system (electrode, slag, pool). In order to have a better
understanding of the process, the present work aims to verify the validity of two assumptions which were widely used in previous simulations.
First is the flatness of the slag/steel interface, and second concerns the verticality and the stationarity of the density of the electric current overthe
entire domain. In the present paper, a mathematical model of the magneto-hydrodynamic (MHD) phenomena occurring during ESR, modelling
more rigorously the closure of the electric current at the mould is presented. At the present stage, the model does not include any buoyancy or
solidification effects. The multiphase aspect of the problem is solved by using a VOF model, the domain is divided in two sub-domains (steel and
s d. We show
t tric shortcut.
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lag) separated by a free interface. The effect of the imposed dc current and the mould diameter on the initial interface was investigate
hat except if the mould is insulating, the interface is never flat. In some cases the interface even becomes unstable leading to an elec
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. Introduction

Electro-slag remelting (ESR) is an advanced technology for
roduction of components of e.g. high quality steels. An alter-
ating (ac) or direct current (dc) is passed from a conventionally
elted and cast solid electrode through a layer of molten slag

o the baseplate (Fig. 1a). Because of the electrical resistivity of
he slag, Joule heating is generated and the slag transfers this
nergy to both ingot and mould surfaces and to the melting elec-

rode tip. The molten metal produced in the form of droplets
r a continuous stream passes through the slag and feeds a liq-
id pool which then solidifies directionally. The slag and the

ngot are contained in a water-cooled copper mould. As also
he baseplate is water cooled, a heat flow regime is imposed
hat gives controlled solidification, and this results in improved
tructure characteristic of ESR ingots. The present investigation
ims to create a numerical model that can predict all these fea-

ures with a minimum of assumptions. In terms of modelling,
he ESR process is a multiphase magnetohydrodynamic (MHD)
ystem with heat and mass transfer. Early simulations[1–5] can

be found in literature, but due to the complexity of the sys
and due to the computational restrictions, several assump
and simplifications were necessary. Although the ESR proc
usually utilize ac fields, dc fields were also used for scien
investigations[6–9]. Here, we have chosen to simulate the c
of a small dc ESR system using a relatively high current
sity. This dc model constitutes the first step toward buildin
multiphase model with free interface coupled with MHD for
created by an ac current. The present work aims to verify
generally admitted assumptions, first that the slag/liquid
interface is often assumed to be flat, and second that the d
of the electric current is constant in time and vertical over
entire domain. At the present stage does not include the
generation, and so the buoyancy and solidification effects
prediction of a realistic shape of the steel/slag interface a
realistic electric current distribution can better the estimatio
the Joule heating.

2. The numerical model
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +43 3842 402 2225.
E-mail address: abdellah.Kharicha@notes.unileoben.ac.at (A. Kharicha).

The calculation domain is presented inFig. 1b. An electrode
of radiusR1 = 75 mm is put in contact with a cylindrical container
of radiusR2 and heighth = R1 filled with a layer of liquid steel
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic representation of an ESR system. (b) Geometry of calculation domain and flow boundary conditions. At the walls:�u = 0 (1). At the slag/gas
interface:∂�u/∂z = 0 (2). At the axis of symmetryur = 0 and (∂uz/∂r) = 0 (3).

and a layer of liquid slag. The properties of both steel and slag as
the density (ρ), dynamical viscosity (µ), and electrical conduc-
tivity ( (f ) are assumed to be constant. The magnetic permeability
((0) is the same everywhere and equal to the vacuum magnetic
permeability. The lateral wall, i.e. the mould has a thickness (ew)
and an electrical conductivity ((w). The electrode supplies a total
dc current of 2500 A. As the calculation domain involves a free
interface, a numerical technique is required to capture its evo-
lution. The volume of fluid (VOF) method presents in ‘fluent’
is used since it is a robust, powerful, extensively applied tech-
nique. The surface tension is supposed to play a role on much
smaller scales than the dimensions of the present geometry. The
densityρ, the viscosityµ and the electrical conductivityσ at
any cell vary according to the respective fraction of the steel,
F, and slag, 1− F, existing in the cell. For example, the elec-
tric conductivity is estimated asσ =σ1 + F(σ2 − σ1), whereσ1
andσ2, respectively, the electric conductivity of liquid slag and
steel. Since the liquid steel is about 104 more conducting than
the liquid slag, we expect an influence of the slag/liquid pool
interface on the electric current distribution. In addition, the liq-
uid steel and slag have very different heat properties, a non-flat
steel/slag interface will therefore have a significant influence on
the solidification process.

The problem is expressed in cylindrical coordinates (r, (, z)
under the hypothesis of axial symmetry (∂/∂( = 0). The MHD
effect leads to an additional force (Lorentz force) in the momen-
t (
F rent
a law
b ered
h

where �u = (ur, uθ = 0, uz) is the velocity of the flow,p the
pressure,�b the induced magnetic field, and�j = �∇ × �b/µ0 the
electric current density. The turbulent viscosityµT is computed
with the help of ak − ε model. The velocity respects the bound-
ary conditions described inFig. 1b.

We can show that only the tangential component of the
induced magnetic fieldbθ is relevant to the description of the
problem. The Lorentz force acts then only in ther andz direc-
tions, thus only the radial and the axial components of the
Navier–Stokes equation are solved. The tangential component
of the induced magnetic field can be deduced from the linearized
induction equation written to the first order as:

1

µ0σ

(
�bθ − bθ

r2

)
= 0 (2)

It is known that the shape of the melting electrode depends
strongly on both the imposed current and the descend velocity
of the electrode[6]. Here, we study the case corresponding to
a relatively small descend velocity, so that the electrode keeps
a flat shape. With this assumption the density of the dc electric
current at the cathode is uniform. According to the Ampere’s
law, the boundary condition at the cathode is:

bθ = µ0I0r

(2πR2
1)

. (3)

We assume the bottom wall (baseplate) to be perfectly con-
d c
fi

he
e aves
a hat a
s ding
o liq-
u e of
o ual
um equation. In the present model, the MHD Lorentz forceFr,
θ = 0,Fz) caused by the interaction of imposed electric cur
nd the induced magnetic field, is derived from the Ampere’s
y solving the induced magnetic field. The problem consid
ere is governed by the classical Navier–Stokes equation:

∂ρ�u
∂t

+ ∇(ρ�u · �u) = −∇p + ρ + ∇(µT(∇�u + ∇�uT)) + �j ⊗ �b,

(1)
ucting, i.e.jr = 0, so according to�j = �∇ × �b/µ0 the magneti
eld should verify∂bθ/∂z = 0.

It is generally assumed[1–5] that even near the mould t
lectric current density is vertical, so that the mould beh
s it is insulating. This hypothesis is based on the fact t
olidified slag layer is usually present at the mould. Depen
n the chemical composition of the slag, the ratio between
id and solid slag-skin electric conductivity is believed to b
rder 10–100[7,8]. This ratio depends strongly on the act
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temperature of the slag-skin layer. Nevertheless, the thickness
of the solidified slag being small (es∼ 0.1–5 mm), the radial
resistance of this layer (∼es/σs) is still smaller or of same order
than the vertical resistance of liquid slag (∼H/σT). In addition,
if we consider that the mould material is generally a metal, and
the fact that the electric current chooses the less resistive way,
one can think that an important part of electric intensity can
circulate through the lateral wall to reach the baseplate. In the
present study, the temperature distribution is not predicted, we
consider only the case of an isothermal and liquid domain in
perfect electric contact with the mould. So, here the closure
of the electric current depends strongly on the mould electri-
cal properties (thickness and conductivity). Consequently, the
Lorentz force, the Joule heating and the velocity distribution
are governed by these parameters. In order to model the part
of the current that can circulates through the walls, we use a
“thin wall” boundary condition which avoids having to solve
the induction equation (Eq.(2)) in the solid media, by assum-
ing that the electric potential does not vary across the wall. It
is justified by the fact that the variation of the electric potential
across the thickness of the wall is much smaller than the varia-
tion across the fluid, which is true only forew/R < 0.3. The “thin
wall” boundary condition is modelling technique that has been
recently extended to axis-symmetrical MHD problems with suc-
cessful results[10]. Using this assumption, it can be shown that
the boundary condition at the mould is:
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Fig. 2. The velocity field at the equilibrium state in ther–z plane fork = 0 and
R2/R1 = 1.3.

in the slag layer. In the following only the detailed results for
the phase and the electric current distributions are presented for
each case. Then an attempt of explanation will be given.

3.1. Case where R2 = 1.3R1

Here, there is a large gap between the electrode and the mould.
This gap is the slag-free surface in contact with an electrically
non-conducting gas, i.e. the electric current lines are then tan-
gential to this surface. If the mould is electrically insulating the
distribution of the electric current is almost vertical, except at the
upper slag/gas interface where the current is horizontal (Fig. 3).
The initially flat interface oscillates until it reaches a stable pro-
file, convex in the centre and nearly flat at its highest level near
the lateral wall. The flow system reaches then a steady state. For
a perfectly conducting mould the result is similar than for the
insulating case, but the shape of the interface is not flat at the
lateral wall (Fig. 4). We can notice that almost one-third of the
current released from the electrode penetrates the mould. The
case ofk = 0.1 was found to be very different from previous cases
(Fig. 5). In the final state, the liquid steel recover the total surface
of the mould, and the interface reaches the gas level. The part of
the electric current closing through the mould is less important
than for the perfectly conducting wall.
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)
R2

k
. (4)

The significant parameter is the conductance
= (wew/(R1, whereσw andσ are the conductivity of the wa
nd the fluid, respectively, andew is the wall depth. Dependin
n the volume of fluid fraction of steel and slag in a cell a
ent to the mould, the value ofσ varies by a factor of 104. So,
epending on which phase is in contact with the mould, the
uctance ratio can also vary by a factor of 104. In what follows,
will indicate the conductance ratio between the steel p
nd the mould, the corresponding conductance ratio for the
hase isk2 = 104k.

The model presented in this paper intends to predict the
elocity, the interface evolution, and the electric current di
ution, but at the present stage it does not include the pred
f the temperature, the buoyancy effects, and the phase ch

. Results

Two mould diameters were studied, a first case
2 = 1.3R1 (= 97.5 mm) corresponding to an industrial size,
second case withR2 = R1. For both cases, three values of
ould conductance ratio were investigated, an insulating m

k = 0), a perfectly conducting mould (k = +∞), and an interme
iary case withk = 0.1. All the results have shown that the fl

s organised into two main vortices, one in the slag and o
he steel layer (Fig. 2). The Lorentz force has almost the sa
agnitude in the steel and slag layer, but since the slag de

s smaller, the magnitude of the flow velocity is much hig

y

.2. A theoretical case with R2 = R1

In here there is no gap between the mould and the
rode, but with theoretically no electrical contact between
wo elements. If the mould is insulating, the electric curr
ere found to be strictly vertical over the entire domain (Fig. 6).
he oscillations of the initially flat interface decreased in am

ude leading to a flat interface. If the lateral wall is parti
k = 0.1) or perfectly conducting the interface is unstable
he vicinity of the mould, the level of the liquid steel increa
ntil it reaches the electrode (Fig. 7). This creates an electric
hortcut that invalidates our hypothesis of uniformly distribu
lectric current at the electrode. Physically all the current sh
enetrate the domain at the shortcut location. The boun
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Fig. 3. Evolution of the phase (upper) and the electric current (bottom) distributions in ther–z plane for an insulating mould (k = 0) with R2/R1 = 1.3 andH/R1 = 1.

Fig. 4. Evolution of the phase (upper) and the electric current (bottom) distributions in ther–z plane for a perfectly conducting mould (k = +∞) with R2/R1 = 1.3 and
H/R1 = 1.

Fig. 5. Evolution of the phase (upper) and the electric current (bottom) distributions in ther–z plane for a conducting mould withk = 0.1,R2/R1 = 1.3 andH/R1 = 1.
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Fig. 6. The initial (a) and final (b) phase and electric current distributions for the case of andk = 0, R2/R1 = 1 andH/R1 = 1.

Fig. 7. The phase and electric current distributions just at the moment when the interface reaches the electrode leading to an electrical shortcut,k = +∞ (a) andk = 0.1
(b) (R2/R1 = 1 andH/R1 = 1).

condition (Eq.(3)) is then no more valid, and the computation is
stopped.

4. Comments and discussions

All previous (known) simulations assume a fixed flat
slag/steel interface. Our investigation has shown that this inter-
face is flat only forR2 = R1 and k = 0. For all other cases the
interface is far to be flat. The explanation is given by the fact
that the dynamic of the interface is controlled by the equilib-
rium between the gravity, the shear stress and the Lorentz force.
The gravity force tends to put the heavy steel under the liquid
slag. And due to relative difference of steel and slag motion,
and to the relative value of the dynamical viscosity, the inter-
face is submitted to a shear stress force. But the most original
part the explanation can be found in the discrete change of
the Lorentz force through the slag/steel interface. Due to the
low electrical conductivity of the bath and the high electrical
conductivity of the molten metal, there is a jump of the electri-
cal field at the metal/slag interface. In the centre, whereas the
currents in the slag are mainly vertically directed, additional
horizontal currents appear in the metal layer (Figs. 3–7). This
gives rise to a discontinuous force at the metal/slag interface.
When the interface is crossed, the vertical Lorentz force changes
by:

�

wn-
w has
h ffect

is present in the insulating case (Fig. 3), but is stronger if the
lateral wall is conducting. The magnitude of the electric current
density decreases with mould radius (I0/πR2

2). So, the magni-
tude of the Lorentz force is then smaller forR2 = 1.3R1 than for
R2 = R1. This is at the origin of the stability of the interface for
the larger domain.

Some bubbles of slag remain clustered at the mould dur-
ing the elevation of the liquid steel (Figs. 5 and 7b), perturbing
the electric current distribution (see the electric vortexes at the
mould). Although the slag density is smaller than the melt den-
sity, these droplets are moving down (Fig. 5), probably pushed
by the downward directed steel flow at the mould.

5. Summary and outlook

The studied examples demonstrate that a special care should
be given to the electric properties of the mould wall. The clo-
sure of the electric current occurring either through the fluid or
through the mould modifies considerably the distribution of the
Lorentz force, and so the hydrodynamic. In the present condi-
tion, the interface between the slag and steel phase was found
to be flat only if the electrode has the same diameter than the
mould, and if the electric current density is strictly vertical. This
situation is unlikely to appear in an industrial process since the
electric current density will have a horizontal component, due
t nd to
t ting
t he liq-
u to an
e tems
m eld.
Fz = (jr(slag)− jr(steel))bθ ∝ (σ1 − σ2)
I2
0

R2
2

(5)

This difference of Lorentz force pushes the interface do
ard in the centre. In fact as soon as the electric current
orizontal component, the interface is no more flat. This e
a

o the difference between the mould and electrode radius, a
he fact that the metallic mould is always much more conduc
han the slag phase. In some cases, we have shown that t
id steel can possibly reaches the upper electrode, leading
lectrical shortcut. These conclusions are valid only for sys
ainly driven by electromagnetic forces created by a dc fi
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In the case of an ac field, the presence of the skin effect will
modify sensitively the electric current distribution, leading thus
to different shapes of the slag/melt interface.

The model destined to compute the dynamic distribution of
the electric current is now built. The next of this study is to
model for dc and ac currents, the temperature distribution and
the associated solidification, and its consequence on the variation
of the slag electric conductivity at the vicinity of the cooling
mould. In the future, this numerical model is destined to predict
the electrode shape and the solidification front in both steady
and transient states of the ESR process.
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